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Abstract

This paper investigates whether managerial turnover in the soc-
cer industry improves team performance. The impact of managerial
succession on firms’ performance has been extensively studied for the
particular relationship between firm’s performance and top manage-
ment changes (i.e. CEOs) in publicly traded firms. The results are
mixed with the estimates being sensitive to different measures of per-
formance. Moreover, the lack of data makes it difficult to investigate
the effect of firing managers on performance at lower hierarchical lev-
els. Using soccer data allows us to overcome this problem. We es-
timate the impact of firing the coach, who can be seen as a “middle
manager”, using match-level team performance data and a propen-
sity score matching triple difference estimator. Our results show that
on average, teams perform better with the new coach. However, the
positive effects disappear when one compares the improvement in per-
formance of those teams whose coach was fired with the corresponding
“improvement” achieved by control teams that have a similar proba-
bility of firing the coach but have not done so. Doing this we show
an overall null effect of coach replacement, which can be readily in-
terpreted from the point of view of scapegoating theory. Our results
do suggest that firing is likely to be an instrument used to provide
incentives.
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1 Introduction

Many organizations in industrialized countries have a complex hierarchical

structure characterized by the separation of ownership and control. The

owners delegate to the managers the tasks of planning, organizing, leading,

and controlling. The extent to which each of these tasks becomes part of

a manager’s job depends on the type and size of the organization and on

the level of authority delegated to the manager. In general, all managerial

functions involve interaction with either employees or managers (or both) in

order to achieve certain pre-defined goals. In case goals are not met man-

agers are easily blamed and, usually fired. Firing is thus an instrument that

firms use to elicit performance. On the one hand, the threat of firing can

be used to provide incentives for managers to exert effort. On the other

hand, it can also be used to replace a low ability manager. In any case the

likelihood of management turnover is negatively related to performance. The

consequences of firing, however, are less clear. Therefore, a relevant empirical

question is whether (involuntary) managerial turnover is an effective remedy

for improving performance.

This question has been extensively studied (see Section 2) for the par-

ticular relationship between firm performance and top management changes

(i.e. CEOs) in publicly traded firms. Unfortunately, results are mixed with

the estimates being sensitive to different measures of performance. Moreover,

little is known about the effect of firing managers on performance at lower

hierarchical levels. The lack of available disaggregated data on individual

managers’ forced resignations explains the lack of research. One way of cir-

cumventing this drawback is to use sports data. In particular, the literature

has focused on the impact of firing the coach on team performance. The

coach can be regarded as being a “middle-” as well as a “first-line” manager

in business terminology. Usually, the coach (particularly in soccer) assumes

responsibility for matters including transfers, negotiation of player contracts

and remuneration, training and fitness, scouting and youth development. He

has to plan and implement playing strategies using the collection of playing

inputs at his disposal, assigning both on-field and off-field responsibilities to

players and assistants to maximize players’ and team’s performance level.
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The coach has to motivate players and other subordinates to exert the max-

imum effort to achieve the board’s objectives. Finally, he has to evaluate

actions and results and, whenever necessary, take some corrective measures.

There are several advantages of using soccer data. First, the availabil-

ity of comprehensive and detailed records of match results offers an accurate,

well-defined, and accessible measure of organizational performance. Addi-

tionally, performance is measured on a weekly basis. In contrast, reliable

firm performance is usually measured on a yearly basis, which implies that

the year of performance in which a managerial succession occurred is often

excluded from the analysis, or alternatively, the performance is totally at-

tributed either to the fired or the new hired manager, which creates biased

estimates of the effect of firing. Another important advantage of using soc-

cer data is that it avoids industry heterogeneity (the league can be seen as

an homogenous industry), and allows us to analyze the impact of firing a

manager on the performance of firms (teams) of the same size.

In this chapter we investigate the impact of firing the coach on team

performance using data from the Portuguese major soccer competition. Our

analysis focuses on within-season rather than on between-season forced res-

ignations given that the player squad may change substantially between sea-

sons, making it hard to judge the new hired coach’s contribution to team’s

performance.

To identify the effect of firing a coach on team performance for those

teams whose coach was fired we need to make inferences about the hypo-

thetical performance that would have been achieved had the coach not been

fired. However, we do not observe the same team playing at the same point

in time with the old and the new coach. Therefore, since we cannot un-

cover team-specific impacts, our goal is to estimate the average treatment

effect on the treated (i.e. teams whose coach was fired) using a potential

outcome approach. We do so by using match-level team performance data

and a propensity score matching (difference-in-)difference-in-difference esti-

mator that accounts for sample selectivity generated by the fact that teams

do not face the same opponents before and after a coach is fired. As a control

group, we use matches of teams that did not fire the coach but share simi-

lar observable characteristics and an identical pre-firing performance history
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with those whose coach was fired. Therefore, we acknowledge and consider

in the analysis the fact that coaches are usually fired after a period of dis-

appointing results. This implies that selection for treatment is influenced by

transitory shocks on past outcomes, creating what is known in the literature

as ‘Ashenfelter dip phenomenon’ (Ashenfelter, 1978).

Our empirical methodology improves on previous studies. In particu-

lar, none of the previous studies that investigated the same question using

soccer match-level data1 and a control group account for the different condi-

tions that both the fired and the new hired coach face. This omission turns

previous findings unreliable.

Our results show that firing the coach does not improve the team’s

performance and, on the contrary, seems to have a harmful effect in the

long-run. More specifically, teams that fired the coach after a spell of bad

results seem to recover after firing. But this would also have happened if they

had chosen not to fire the coach, simply because luck would eventually turn

on their side (‘regression to the mean’). Additionally, teams that decided

not to replace the coach seem to save on transaction costs and seem to avoid

disincentive effect of turnover.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. The next sec-

tion presents the related literature and discusses the contribution of our

study. Section 3 briefly describes the characteristics of the Portuguese Pre-

mier League, focusing on the teams’ managerial turnover. Section 4 discusses

the theoretical hypotheses. The evaluation strategy is described in Section 5.

Section 6 presents the data, gives descriptive evidence on the effects of firing

the coach, and describes the outcomes measures we use. Section 7 describes

the matching implementation procedure. Section 8 presents the estimation

results. Section 9 concludes.

1Note that ‘match-level’ stands for games and ‘matching’ for the method of finding
control teams for treated teams.
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2 Related studies

The relationship between change of leadership and organizational perfor-

mance has attracted considerable attention in recent years. A large group of

studies focuses on the causal effect of poor corporate performance on turnover

probability. The results are very consensual. The likelihood of management

turnover is negatively related to firm performance. Coughlan and Schmidt

(1985), for example, find that a CEO whose firm ranks in the bottom one

percent of the stock return distribution is seven times as likely to be fired

as is the CEO of a firm ranking in the top percentile. Similar results were

obtained by Warner et al. (1988), Weisbach (1988), and Denis and Denis

(1995), using price stock or accounting measures to evaluate corporate per-

formance. These studies focus on US companies, but results are replicated for

Japanese (Kaplan, 1994a), German (Kaplan, 1994b), British (Dahya et al.,

2002), Italian (Volpin, 2002), and Dutch firms (Danisevska et al., 2006).

Another group of studies, closer to ours, investigate the consequences of

managerial succession on firm’s performance. The evidence is rather incon-

clusive. Some of these studies analyze stock market reaction to news about

managerial turnover. For example, Bonnier and Bruner (1989), Weisbach

(1988), and Denis and Denis (1995) report a significant positive price reaction

to turnover news. Khanna and Poulsen (1995) find an opposite result. Some

other studies report no significant effect; see e.g. Warner et al. (1988), for

top executive dismissals in the U.S; Dedman and Lin (2002), for British CEO

turnover, and Danisevska et al. (2006) and Cools and van Praag (2005), for

top Dutch executives. However, these event studies are not very appealing.

The stock price reaction includes the market’s estimate of the probability

of dismissal of an underperforming top executive. Therefore, stock prices of

these firms increase before expected turnover and its effect is underestimated.

The problem is even worse when the turnover is pre-announced as it happens

in all these event studies.

Other studies use accounting performance to evaluate the impact of

managerial succession. Again, results are mixed. Hotchkiss (1995) provides

evidence that management turnover improves performance of firms that emerge

from bankruptcy. For a large variety of firms, Denis and Denis (1995) show
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that those with managerial forced resignation exhibit a monotonic and statis-

tically significant decrease in the level of industry-adjusted ratio of operating

income before depreciation on total assets. Khurana and Nohria (2002) use a

similar outcome and also obtain similar results for forced turnover followed

by an outside successor. No significant effect of managerial turnover on ac-

counting performance is reported by Huson et al. (2004), when controlling

for the potential mean-regression of the accounting measure. For that pur-

pose, they apply a matching procedure. More specifically, each sample firm

is matched with a group of firms with the same two-digit industry defini-

tion and whose performance measures over the pre-turnover year are within

around 10% of the sample firm’s performance. Then, the performance of

each sample firm is adjusted by subtracting the median performance of the

matched control group. A recent study for the Netherlands on top man-

agement turnover (Olie et al., 2004) finds no impact of CEO nor non-CEO

change on performance, but when the complete top management team is

renewed the effect on accounting performance is shown to be significantly

positive.

All the studies referred to above focus on the relationship between top

management turnover and firm performance. The lack of data explains why

there is no research investigating the same link for small non-publicly traded

firms nor the relationship between managerial change and performance at

lower levels in the firm’s hierarchy. For example, we do not know whether

firing an operational manager of a certain department can improve perfor-

mance of the department. There is, however, empirical evidence using sports

data. More specifically, studies that investigate managerial turnover in pro-

fessional team sports usually focus on on-field performance of the team rather

than on the financial performance of the club. As such, they look at coaches

rather than at top executive turnover.

Similar to the finance literature, the relationship between managerial

succession in professional team sports and teams’ performance is studied in

both directions. Scully (1995) and Fizel and D’Itri (1997) explore the de-

terminants of managerial turnover for several North American professional

team sports. Audas et al. (1999) consider English professional soccer. The

general picture is that coach’s job security is significantly dependent on team
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performance. In particular, the first two studies consider the entire playing

season to measure team performance and job tenure. Scully (1995) shows

that the decision to terminate the coach’s contract is highly sensitive to

league standing. Interestingly, Fizel and D’Itri (1997) report that team per-

formance, measured by the win ratio, even dominates managerial efficiency in

the probability of involuntary managerial succession in US basketball. Using

match-level data on English soccer, Audas et al. (1999) show that for forced

resignations the team’s performance in all nine preceding matches exert a

statistically significant impact on the job-termination hazard function.

In our study we aim at investigating the inverse relationship, i.e. the

effect of a change of coach on team’s performance. This has already been

explored in the literature. However, some of the key issues that should be

addressed by the empirical investigations are either ignored or imperfectly

addressed. As Gamson and Scotch (1964) state one key issue that must be

considered is the tendency for mean regression. Another one is that it should

be acknowledged that coaches are not randomly fired and that the fired and

the newly hired coach face different conditions.

Gamson and Scotch (1964) analyse the managerial changes effects in

Major League Baseball between 1954 and 1961 applying a before-after com-

parison. The mean regression is accounted for simply by arbitrarily excluding

two weeks of results before firing. In 13 of the 22 cases, the team improved the

results under the new coach. The studies that came next (Allen et al. (1979),

for baseball, and Pfeffer and Davis-Blake (1986), for basketball) control for

mean-reversion by including a lagged outcome variable in the analysis of be-

tween seasons managerial turnover. They find no effect of firing the coach.

However, their results are not very compelling. First, with a between seasons

analysis it is difficult to distinguish the coach’s contribution to the team’s

performance from decisions taken by other agents, for instance in selling and

buying players. Moreover, whenever firing happens within the season, the

performance of that season is excluded or completely attributed to the newly

hired coach, which may explain the negative effect of firing the coach on

performance (relative to previous season performance).

The studies most relevant for us are those that use match-level data.

The following four studies are similar to ours in a sense that they use a
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control group for teams that fired the coach. Brown (1982) compares the

percentage of wins of American football teams that changed the coach within

a season with those that have not changed the coach but experienced a

similar slump in performance. He finds the same recovery pattern in both

groups. In our view, there are two shortcomings of Brown’s analysis. First, he

matches teams based on their performance early in the season, but the forced

resignations may also happen latter. Second, the control group performance

was split at mid season in order to represent a before-after counterfactual

to the treated group. However, not all forced resignations happened in the

middle of the season, and then a different number of games is considered in

both treated and control group.

Audas et al. (1997) for English football, and Bruinshoofd and Ter Weel

(2003) and Ter Weel (2005) for the Dutch premier league, show that teams

that replaced the coach recover less quickly on average than those in the

control group. In these studies the selection of the control group is based on

a set of predefined criteria. Moreover, in the first study teams are matched

based on their absolute performance. However, a good performance for one

team might be a bad performance for another, implying a wrong choice of

the control group. Bruinshoofd and Ter Weel (2003) and Ter Weel (2005)2

overcome this problem by dividing the season performance, measured by the

average number of points obtained in four matches, by the seasonal average

of points per game.

None of the studies mentioned so far control for the different conditions

that both the fired and the newly hired coach face, which may explain the

results. Our study attempts to solve this problem by controlling for different

opponents that teams play before and after the coach is fired. There are

two other studies, Audas et al. (2002) and Koning (2003), that control for

opponents quality. They, however, rely on stronger identification assump-

tions. Audas et al. (2002) use ordered probit regressions to represent the

ordered nature of the dependent variable (match points). They estimate the

probability of a home team win, draw, and loss of the game. Then, they

estimate the impact of firing either the home or the away team’s coach on

2This study extends Bruinshoofd and Ter Weel (2003) by including four additional
seasons.
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these probabilities for each of the twenty matches following managerial suc-

cession. They show that the expected performance of teams that replace the

coach gradually converges to those of teams not making changes. The draw-

back of this study is that the analysis is done separately for home and away

teams. Koning (2003) estimates whether firing a coach affects the quality and

the home advantage of the team and also the number of goals scored (and

conceded) in home and away games. He focuses on a long-run effect as he

compares performance in all games (during the season) before and after the

coach’s resignation. Similar to previous papers, the results pointed out that

firing a coach does not always have a positive effect on team’s performance

and sometimes it can even have an adverse effect. Koning uses the number

of goals scored and conceded as a measure of performance and although the

model allows for separating the effect in performance to changes in defensive

and offensive skills, this performance measure is not the one that best reflects

the main objectives of teams’ boards. In our study we explore these and also

different performance measures.

3 Portuguese premier league: competitive

structure and turnover

In this section we briefly introduce the Portuguese premier league – Su-

perLiga3 – presenting its competitive structure and discussing coaches turnover

for the time period used in the analysis. In particular, all seasons between

1999/00 and 2004/05 are considered. During this period the championship

is challenged among 18 teams. The competition’s composition changes each

year due to promotion and relegation to the League of Honor (second league).

During the season each team plays every other team twice, once at home and

once away, for a total of 34 games. Usually, teams play one match per week4

but in some weeks the competition does not take place and occasionally some

teams do not play in a certain week due to postponement caused by weather

3Also referred to as SuperLiga Galp Energia (and BwinLiga after 2005) for sponsorship
reasons.

4Most of the games are played on Saturdays but TV coverage has caused a large part
of the games to be scheduled also on Sundays and Mondays.
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conditions or other commitments held by the team. If this is the case the

team will play two games in a week, the match scheduled for that week and

the rescheduled match that generally takes place in midweek.5

At the end of a season positions are determined by the total number

of points accumulated during the competition.6 If a team wins a match it

is awarded with 3 points, a draw and a loss yield respectively 1 point and

zero points. At the end of each season the three lowest ranked teams are

relegated to the League of Honor and the top three teams from the League

of Honor are promoted. The top three teams in the SuperLiga qualify for the

Champions League. The top two teams directly qualify for the group phase.

The third placed team enters the Europeans Champions League competition

at the third qualifying round, and must survive a two-legged knockout tie in

order to enter the group phase of this league. The teams classified in 4th and

5th place enter the UEFA Cup together with the winner of the Portuguese

Cup.

The Portuguese premiership is characterized by very high coaches’

turnover, both during and at the end of the season. Between 1999/00-

2004/05 there were 48 forced resignations during the season. On average,

per season we observe 8 forced resignations with around 40% of teams firing

a coach. Most of the forced resignations occurred during the first half of

the seasson (see Figure A.1 in Appendix). The main reason for firing is a

team’s disappointing results. Only two of the forced resignations were due

to relational problems between the board and the coach.7 The number of

voluntary resignations is smaller. During the period considered 11 coaches

left voluntarily. Table A.1 in Appendix shows the number of forced and vol-

untary resignations per team during the season. Concerning resignations at

the end of the season (which will be not considered in the main analysis), we

registered 34 replacements in 5 seasons, more specifically, between the end

of season 1999/00 and the end of season 2003/04. Most of these resignations

were voluntary (in total 21). However, there is not a clear-cut distinction

5In our data set none of the matches were rescheduled in 1999/2000. Two matches were
rescheduled in 2000/2001 and in 2004/2005, three matches were rescheduled in 2001/2002
and 2002/2003 and four matches were rescheduled in 2003/2004.

6Further criteria apply in case of equal number of points.
7This information is obtained by official press releases.
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between quits and layoffs, and particularly this distinction is even blurrier at

the end of the season. Even so, we do perform a robustness analysis which

includes voluntary resignations as well (cf. Subsection 8.2).

4 Theoretical hypotheses

There are two major hypotheses related to forced managerial turnover: the

improved management hypothesis based on learning (about managerial abil-

ity) models (Murphy, 1986; Gibbons and Murphy, 1992; Holmström, 1999)

and the scapegoat hypothesis based on agency models (Mirrlees, 1976; Holm-

ström, 1979; Murphy, 1986).

First, consider the improved management hypothesis. We assume that

team i’s production at time t is given by:

yi,t = zi,t + θi + εi,t (1)

where zi,t represents the minimum expected performance given the collection

of playing inputs at the coach’s disposal. θi is the the coach’s actual abil-

ity to select team and tactics and to inspire and motivate workers.8 εi,t is

a component that captures the effects of all random factors on the perfor-

mance of team i at time t. It has a mean of zero and it is independently

distributed through time. This implies a negative relation between perfor-

mance and earlier transitory shocks. Therefore, the random component is

mean-reverting.

We assume that the coach’s actual ability θi is unobserved. However,

through observations of past performance, i.e. a sequence (yi,1, yi,2, ..., yi,t),

managerial abilities are revealed over time. Assuming that the board’s prior

belief about coach’s ability, θ0 is normally distributed with mean E[θ0] and

variance σ2
0, it can be shown that the board’s posterior belief about the

coach’s ability after t periods of observing the team’s performance (denoted

E[θi,t+1]) is a linear function of the observed performance (with a decreasing

weight of past performance) and the prior belief.9

8For simplicity we assume that the coach’s actual ability is fixed and thus independent
of time.

9The learning process about coach’s ability is given by: E[θi,t+1] = αi,tE[θ0] + (1 −
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The coach’s dismissal occurs whenever the expected ability of the cur-

rent coach, based on past performance, falls below the expected ability of a

newly hired coach, and the expected benefits of replacing exceed the expected

costs. Necessarily, E[θi,t+1] < E[θ0] when the coach is fired. The newly hired

coach is therefore expected to perform better if he faces similar conditions,

i.e. if zi,t is kept constant. Additionally, the coach’s “bad luck” is expected

to revert to the mean.

Next consider the scapegoat hypothesis. Here, it is assumed that the

coach’s ability does not vary across coaches. Team productivity is then given

by:

yi,t = zi,t + ei,t + εi,t (2)

where ei,t is the level of effort exerted by the coach. It is assumed that coaches

dislike effort, so they are offered an incentive contract in which a credible

dismissal threat is used to ensure an optimal effort level. In equilibrium the

coach necessarily supplies effort and he is fired due to bad luck. Since the

newly hired manager has the same ability, turnover itself does not improve

team performance.

We may consider a third hypothesis which we identify as damaged per-

formance hypothesis. It simply states that a change in leadership has a dis-

ruptive effect, especially if the coach is dismissed within the season. There-

fore, coach’s turnover will be followed by a decline in team’s performance.

5 Empirical strategy

5.1 Evaluation strategy

Identifying the causal effect of firing a coach on team’s performance for those

teams whose coach was forced to resign requires making inferences about the

hypothetical performance that would have been achieved had the coach not

been fired. This holds because we do not observe the same team playing

at the same point in time with the old and the new coach. Therefore, as

αi,t)yi,t, so writing this equation repeatedly backwards we see that E[θi,t+1] is a linear
function of t periods of observed performance and of the prior belief E[θ0].
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we cannot uncover team-specific impacts, our goal is to estimate the average

treatment effect on the treated using a potential outcome approach.

Here the treatment is firing the coach, Fi = 1, as opposed to an un-

treated situation where the board of team i does not replace the coach during

the season, Fi = 0. Denote by Yi1 and Yi0 potential performance (outcome

variable) of team i conditional on treatment (Yi1 for Fi = 1 and Yi0 for

Fi = 0). The Average Treatment Effect on the Treated (ATET) can then be

written as:

ATET = E[Yi1 − Yi0|Fi = 1] = E[Yi1|Fi = 1]− E[Yi0|Fi = 1] (3)

To overcome the problem of non-observability of the second term on the

righthand side of equation 3 we can implement different estimation strate-

gies. First, consider the before-after estimator. Here, data on performance

prior to the firing decision are used to impute counterfactual outcomes, i.e.

E[Yi0|Fi = 1] ≈ E[YiBF |Fi = 1], where YiBF denotes performance before

firing. This estimator assumes that on average the performance of teams

that fired the coach would not have changed if they had not fired him. If

this assumption does not hold, the estimator is biased. This problem can be

partly solved by controlling for observable conditions that both the old and

the new coach face. The idea is to create similar conditions between games

with the new and the old coach in order to isolate the coach’s replacement

effect. Still the fact remains that in the presence of a time-specific intercept

the before-after estimator will be biased. Additionally, this estimator, par-

ticularly the choice of a base time period, can be sensitive to “Ashenfelter’s

dip” phenomenon, which occurs whenever a coach’s dismissal results from

temporary shocks on performance. In this case, most unsuccessful teams

eventually find the means to improve (and most successful ones do not re-

main successful forever). Given that, some improvement is to be expected on

average due to mean-regression and the before-after estimates will overstate

the effect of firing the coach.

Alternatively, we can estimate the effect of interest by implementing a

cross-section estimator, which uses data on teams that did not fire the coach
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(control group) to impute counterfactual outcomes. Formally, this means

that E[Yi0|Fi = 1] ≈ E[Y C
i |FC

i = 0], where Y C
i is the actually observed

performance of a control team that did not fire the coach (i.e. FC
i = 0). This

estimator is also potentially misleading or biased. Given that teams are not

randomly selected to fire the coach, the comparisons between treated and

control teams confound the effect of firing with factors that lead boards to

fire the coach.

A more elaborate approach consists of applying a difference-in-difference

(DD) estimator taking the difference between two before-after estimators,

both for treated and for control teams. The ATET is then given by:

ATETDD = (E[Yi1|Fi = 1]− E[YiBF |Fi = 1])

− (E[Y C
i0 |FiC = 0]− E[Y C

iBF |FiC = 0])
(4)

where Yi1 and YiBF reflect the treated team’s potential performance after

and before firing respectively and Y C
i0 and Y C

iBF the control team’s potential

performance after and before firing respectively.

The DD estimator corrects the bias that exists in the before-after es-

timates due to a potential common time-trend in teams’ performance. Yet,

the DD estimator can still produce unreliable estimates of the firing effect.

One of the main problems is the failure of this parallel trend assumption.

Indeed, if the performance follows a different trend in the treatment and in

the control group, the estimates will be biased. Moreover, if we observe a

significant temporary dip in performance before firing it is not assured that

the temporary individual specific component is unrelated to the firing deci-

sion. As it is more likely that the coach will be fired after a temporary dip in

performance the DD estimator should also account for such a selection bias.

However, it should be noted that the conventional DD estimator solves part

of the selection bias, as it already accounts for unobservable time invariant

linear selection effects. To deal with the remaining selection problem we use

a matching procedure. In Section 7 we show how the matching is applied in

our analysis. In the following we focus on the two general requirements for

matching.
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First, matching relies on the Conditional Independence Assumption:10

(Y0, Y1)⊥F |X (5)

where X is a vector containing all variables that affect both the selection for

firing and performance, but excludes variables that are affected by the firing

itself. This assumption states that conditional on a set of observables, the

counterfactual outcome distribution of those teams that fired the coach (Y1)

is the same as the observed outcome distribution of those teams whose coach

was not fired (Y0). Matching identification also requires that:

0 < P (F = 1|X) < 1 (6)

This common support condition requires that at each level of X, the prob-

ability of firing is positive both for teams that replaced the coach and for

control teams.11

Given that we do not assume any functional form for the outcome

equation, matching on all variables in X might be impractical, especially as

the number of variables increases. To overcome this curse of dimensional-

ity, Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) suggest that the conditional independence

assumption (5) remains valid if instead of using a set of covariates we con-

trol for a probability of firing, P (X).12 Conditioning on the propensity score

does not necessarily reduce the asymptotic bias or perform better in terms

of variance compared to matching on X directly (see e.g. Heckman et al.,

1998). But matching on the propensity score can be more efficient in the

presence of a small sample size with a high number of covariates, some of

them continuous, and/or when the probability of treatment is small and

the explanatory value of covariates is insignificant conditional on propensity

score (Angrist and Hahn, 2004). The characteristics of our data (see Sec-

10For estimating the ATET it is sufficient to satisfy a weaker version of CIA that states
that E[Y0|F = 0, X] = E[Y0|F = 1, X].

11If our interest is only to estimate the ATET it is sufficient to satisfy P (F = 1|X) < 1.
In case this assumption fails the analysis is restricted to the support region and the effect
estimated is then the average treatment effect for the treated in the common region of
support. The common support constraint is discussed in Section 7.

12The dimensionality problem is only circumvented if the propensity score is estimated
parametrically.
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tion 6) make propensity score matching a suitable estimation approach for

our problem.

Formally, our DD matching estimator can be written as follows:

δ̂DD =
∑
i∈T

{[YiAF − YiBF ]−
∑
j∈C

ωij[YjAF − YjBF ]}, (7)

where YBF and YAF represent the actual performance before and after firing,

respectively, and T and C represent the treatment and the control group,

respectively. ωij is the weight of control observation j for treated observa-

tion i. The weights placed on control observations depend on the particular

matching procedure employed. We will return to this point in Section 7.

In practice, to overcome the Ashenfelter’s dip problem we include a

team’s performance in k periods before firing in the selection (P (X)) equa-

tion (as suggested by Ashenfelter and Card, 1985) and either (1) find a control

group that shares a similar dip in performance, or (2) estimate DD using as a

reference level a pre-firing team’s performance early enough not to be affected

by Ashenfelter’s dip.

5.2 Controlling for opponents quality

The DD matching estimator relies on a critical identifying assumption: con-

ditional on X, the biases are on average the same in different time periods

before and after the coach has been fired. So, taking differences between

treated and control teams eliminates the bias. If this assumption is not sat-

isfied the identification is not valid. Given that every team plays twice against

every other team in the league, once in the first half, another in the second

half, this “bias stability assumption” would be satisfied only if coaches were

fired at the end of round 17.13 In this case we could compare the aggregate

performance in all matches before and after firing. However, coaches can be

dismissed at any time and hence the old and the new coach typically do not

play the same opponents. Given that, we compute the aggregate performance

both before and after firing in a restricted number of matches and we account

13This holds if games are not rescheduled such that the first and the second half of the
season will differ in terms of games played.
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for differences in opponents’ quality. In particular, we compare the team’s

average performance in the last five matches played with the dismissed coach

with the average performance in the five first matches played with the newly

hired coach.14 Figure 1 provides an illustration:

Figure 1: Before-After comparison: “Immediately before - immediately after”

AFBF

m+5m+1m-4 m

To control for opponents’ quality we implement a triple difference estimator

(TD) as given by:

δ̂TD =
∑

i∈T∩Sp

{[(YiAF − YiBF )− (Y PS
iAF − Y PS

iBF )]

−
∑
j∈C

ωij[(YjAF − YjBF )− (Y PS
jAF − Y PS

jBF )]},
(8)

where Y PS is previous season performance in equivalent matches. These

consist of matches played against the same opponent in the same place (home

or away), if the opponent was in the competition in the previous season,

otherwise we consider matches played against a team that in the previous

season was in the same ranking position as the current opponent.

We also use an alternative approach to control for opponents’ quality.

This approach uses a DD estimator (cf. equation 7) and exploits the fact

14This number of matches considered, which accounts for about 30% of total matches
in the season, seems to be sufficient to evaluate the coach’s performance. Moreover,
if we would consider a larger number of matches we would lose observations on forced
resignations. By using 5 matches before and after firing we restrict the analysis to the
forced resignations that took place after match 4 and before match 30.
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that teams play each other twice, once in the first half of the season, and

again in the second half. Therefore, in case of a forced resignation we can still

observe a team’s performance both prior and after the coach’s replacement

for the same set of opponents, at least for a restricted number of games (i.e

less than 17).

Given that the coach is fired at the end of match m, we need to distin-

guish two different cases. First, consider the case in which firing takes place

during the competition’s first half (round≤ 17). In this situation we com-

pare a teams’ aggregate performance in the five matches played immediately

before the coach’s replacement with the team’s aggregate performance in the

five equivalent matches (in terms of opponents) played with the newly hired

coach. Figure 2 illustrates this case.15

Figure 2: Before-after comparison: “Immediately before - equivalent matches
after”

AFBF

 17 meq(m-4)eqmm-4

Next consider the case in which firing occurs in the second half of the compe-

tition (round> 17). Here we compare a team’s aggregate performance in the

five matches played immediately after firing with the five equivalent matches

played with the dismissed coach. Figure 3 shows this case.16

Note that in this case the estimator uses as a reference level a pre-firing

team’s performance early enough not to be affected by Ashenfelter’s dip.17

15Note that the 5 matches after firing are not adjacent matches if teams reschedule
games.

16Note that the 5 matches before firing are not adjacent matches if teams reschedule
games.

17However, it does not completely exclude a dip in performance in the selected pre-firing
matches. As such, we also control for a possible dip by selecting a control team with an
equivalent performance before firing.
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Figure 3: Before-after comparison: “Equivalent matches before - immediately
after”

AFBF

m+5m+1(m+5)eq
m

 17(m+1)eq

6 Data and outcomes

In this section we first present the data and give some preliminary evidence

of the effect of firing a coach on team performance. Next, we describe which

outcomes are used as performance measures.

6.1 Data and descriptive evidence

We use match level data from the Portuguese premier league for 6 seasons

between 1999/00 and 2004/05. Our data come from different sources. The

historical results from 1999 to 2004 come from International soccer server,

European Football and RSSF Archive and were kindly made available to us

by Professor Ruud Koning. Matches’ results from season 2004-2005 were

collected from the digital newspaper Mais futebol. Information concerning

initial team’s coaches comes from the football magazine A Bola and turnover

details were kindly given by the digital newspaper Mais futebol. With 6 sea-

sons and 18 teams playing a total of 34 matches during each season, we have

a total of 3672 individual team performance observations featuring a total of

27 different teams; 10 of these have played in the Premier league during the

entire sample period and 3 were relegated after having played only one sea-

son. Our data set records information about when each match was played,

where it was played (at home or away), and the final and halftime score.

Concerning turnover data, the date and the reason of a coach’s replacement

is recorded.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics

Fired coach New coach
Average points 1.10 (0.05) 1.3 (0.04)
Average goals scored 1.07 (0.04) 1.15 (0.04)
Average goals conceded 1.46 (0.50) 1.37 (0.42)
% of wins 28.04 32.45
% of losses 46.23 41.83
Average ranking 10.42 (0.21) 12.21 (0.18)
Nr. of coaches fired: 48
Nr. of teams: 43

Note: Standard deviations in parentheses.

Table 1 presents some preliminary evidence on the effect of firing the coach.

On average, teams perform better with the new coach; they win more games,

score more goals and concede fewer, and rank two positions lower. Based on

this superficial analysis one could conclude that firing the coach is a good

instrument to improve results of an underperforming team. However, as

explained in Section 5.1 this might be a hasty conclusion. First, the fired

and the newly hired coach do not face the same opponents. Second, coaches

are not randomly fired, but selected to be fired after a spell of bad results.

6.2 Outcomes

The team’s aggregate performance, either before or after firing, is given by:

YG =
∑
m∈G

yims/5, (9)

where G is a set of relevant matches that depends on the strategy used and

yims gives team i’s (actual) performance in match m of season s.

In contrast to previous research we evaluate a team’s performance look-

ing at different outcome measures. The first measure we consider is the

average number of points obtained in the group of five relevant matches

(AV POINTS).18 Therefore, according to this measure yims = pointsims in

18We do not use the percentage of wins, despite being a standard metric for North
American sports team performance, given that this measure is mostly relevant in sports
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equation (9). A drawback of this measure is that the same number of points

may translate into a different team’s position in different seasons. More-

over, it seems that the board, the fans, and the media react more easily

to the team’s ranking position than to the absolute number of points the

team obtains. Therefore, we use the team’s ranking position to construct an

additional measure of performance.

There are some remarks to make concerning the use of ranking position

as an outcome variable. First, ranking is somehow an aggregate measure of

performance. More specifically, in case the coach is fired in match k the

team’s position at match k +n reflects both the performance of the fired and

the new hired coach. Second, the team’s position at a certain match depends

on the number of matches already played. In particular, the variation in the

team’s ranking position across matches is higher for the first games of the

season. Third, it also depends on the performance of all the other teams in

all matches played so far. Finally, improvement in ranking position is more

difficult for teams that are already ranked at the top.

Like in other empirical work (see e.g. Szymanski, 2000; Frick and Sim-

mons, 2005) we use the log odds position (RANK) to account for the non-

linearity that exists in the significance of ranking positions. Then, yims =

− log RPims

n+1−RPims
,19 where RPims is team i’s league position in match m in

season s. Still, the other problems remain, which requires a cautious use and

interpretation of RANK outcome.

We assume that the team’s board wants to win games and accumu-

late points and position as high as possible in the league’s ranking. To

achieve this, the difference between the number of goals a team scores and

concedes is not of primary importance as long as the team wins. More-

in which a draw is an impossible result.
19The log odds position gives a symmetric function, in which the first nine positions get

a positive number and the last nine a negative number. It implies that a move from the
2nd to the 1st position is as important (and difficult) as a move from the 18th to the 17th
position. Similarly, the difference between the 3rd and the 4th place is the same as the
difference between the 17th and the 16th place, and so on. Alternatively, we could use a
variation of the log odds position defined as − log(RPims/(n + 12 − RPims)) that allows
for a marginal decrease in the significance of movements between two adjacent positions
as we move down till position 15 and a marginal increase from position 15 to 18 (to make
relegation more salient).
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over, the league leader is not necessarily the team with the most (least)

goals scored (suffered), nor is the bottom-placed team the one that scored

(conceded) the least (most) goals. However, even if the team shows a good

performance with respect to number of points and its ranking position, in

some cases the way the team plays (more offensively or defensively) matters

a lot and can put some pressure on the board to fire the coach if “this per-

formance” doesn’t please the fans. Moreover, it seems that after a forced

resignation the new coach typically aims at improving the team’s defensive

capabilities, which may reduce offensive efforts (Koning, 2003). Therefore,

we compute two additional performance measures, the average goals scored

(AV GOALSS), where yims = goals scoredims, and the average goals con-

ceded (AV GOALSC), where yims = goals concededims.

7 Implementation

The first step in the empirical analysis concerns the estimation of the proba-

bility of firing a coach in a particular match m: p(x) = P (Fims = 1|X). For

this purpose we use a binary fixed effects model. In particular, we estimate

the following model:

F ∗
ims = σi + γs + βXims + εims

Fims = 1 if F ∗
ims > 0, and 0 otherwise

(10)

F ∗
ims is the unobserved end of match ‘rule’ followed by the team’s board to

decide whether to replace or to keep the coach for the next match. σi con-

sists of 27 fixed unknown parameters capturing, for instance, teams’ culture

regarding coaches’ firing policy. γi represents season fixed effects whereas

Xims is a set of team i covariates at match m in season s.

Fixed effects estimation is possible using a conditional logit model.20

Only variables that are not potentially affected by treatment can be used

20Given that our data is discrete, the conditional logit model is equivalent to a discrete
Cox proportional hazard model. This implies that we match on the predicted coaches’
transition probabilities from being employed to being fired, conditional on having coached
the team for a certain number of games (and given a set of covariates).
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to obtain the propensity scores. Moreover, the variable set should be large

enough to satisfy the Conditional Independence Assumption and small enough

to satisfy the common support condition. In estimating the propensity scores

we try to account for this trade-off, eliminating from the model not all vari-

ables that poorly influence the firing decision but keeping the ones that seem

to affect the plausibility of CIA. The variables we include are the ones thought

to influence firing. These consist of a dummy variable for games played at

home, the number of matches already played by team i when match m is

played, the tenure of the team’s coach, and a dummy variable that equals

one if the team has already experienced coach replacement (either caused by

a forced or by a voluntary resignation) at the time of match m. Most impor-

tant are the variables related to the team’s performance. Since coaches are

usually fired after a spell of bad results, we include the aggregate pre-firing

performance variables (relative to previous season performance in similar

matches).21 As past performance measures we use the outcome variables

described in Section 6.2, except for the average log odds position. So, the

average number of points and the average goals scored and conceded in five

matches before firing are included. Additionally, we included the log odds

position at the end of match m, and dummy variables for teams that face

the risk of relegation and lost match m.

We estimate three separate conditional logit models for each particular

evaluation strategy (c.f. Section 5.2). Table A.2 in Appendix presents the

results. PSCORE(1) relates to our triple difference estimator (see Figure 1).

There, we compare performance immediately before firing with performance

immediately after firing, controlling for time and individual specific effects

and opponents’ quality. Hence, PSCORE(1) gives the probability of firing

the coach at a particular match m ∈ {1, ..., 34}, controlling among other vari-

ables, for the aggregate team’s performance in the five matches that precede

firing. PSCORE(2) and PSCORE(3) relate to our difference-in-difference es-

timator implemented to a set of equivalent matches (see Figures 2 and 3).

21Formally, the pre-firing performance variables are given by: dY BF = [
∑

m∈G Y BF
ims −∑

m∈Geq
Y BF

ims−1]/5, where Y BF
ims is the team i′s performance in match m in season s, G is

the set of five matches played before firing and Geq is the set of equivalent matches, in
terms of opponents (and place of the match), played in the previous season. Note that G
differs according to the evaluation strategy used (see Section 5.2).
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PSCORE(2) gives the probability of firing the coach after every match played

in the first half of the season. It is meant to balance treated and control teams

with respect to the aggregate performance in the five matches preceding fir-

ing that were played before round 18. PSCORE(3) estimates the probability

of firing after every match played in the second half of the season. Here the

purpose is to balance treated and control teams with respect to the aggregate

pre-firing performance in the five equivalent matches (in terms of opponents)

of those played immediately after firing.

As we are not particularly interested in the determinants of firing but

rather in the propensity scores, we do not discuss the estimates for the con-

ditional logit analysis of firing.22 However, it deserves to be mentioned that

all variables have the expected signs in PSCORE(1), and there are minor dif-

ferences in PSCORE(2) and PSCORE(3) given the set of pre-firing matches

considered in these two estimates.

Propensity score matching can only be successful concerning selection

on observables if the estimated propensity scores of treated and unmatched

control games overlap sufficiently. Figures A.2- A.4 in Appendix show that

the estimated probability of firing in treated games is not always covered

by the values of the propensity score of the unmatched control games. This

happens for PSCORE(1) and PSCORE(2) for higher values of the propen-

sity score and may indicate a common support problem, which we take into

account by restricting the matching algorithm to the common region of sup-

port.23

We use nearest neighbor matching,24 which works as follows. For each

evaluation strategy we match each game, after which a forced resignation oc-

curred, with one particular game from those teams whose coach was never re-

22Moreover, the significance of coefficients should be interpreted cautiously. The ob-
servations used in the propensity score estimates are not independent given that we use
information for the two teams entering a particular match. This might bias the standard
errors too, but the predictions are unaffected. However, we could avoid this “dependency”
problem by estimating each model separately for matches played at home and away. How-
ever, this implies losing too many observations and a poor matching, which is in the end
the purpose of these estimates.

23Figure A.5 in Appendix shows how treated and (un)matched control games are ob-
tained.

24We applied the PSmatch2 STATA procedure by Leuven and Sianesi (2003).
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placed. The matching minimizes the absolute difference in propensity scores

of both treated and control games.25

Table A.3 presents the results of the balancing tests for the three mod-

els. For all three models the conditioning variables are well balanced. Match-

ing removes systematic differences between treated and control games. In

particular, it performs very well with regard to those pre-firing performance

variables in models 1 and 2. Therefore, the matched control sample includes

the games of teams that did not fire the coach but whose performance shows

a similar dip of those teams whose coach was fired. In model 3, treated and

control games show a similar pre-firing performance, even before matching.

This was expected given that here we match on a pre-firing team’s perfor-

mance early enough not to be affected by Ashenfelter’s dip.

8 The effect of firing the coach on team per-

formance

8.1 Results

Tables 2– 4 report the estimation results.26 Each table corresponds to a dif-

ferent strategy for controlling for opponents’ quality. Inferences are based

on analytical standard errors. So, following Lechner (2001) we assume inde-

pendent observations, fixed weights of control group observations, and ho-

moscedasticity of the outcome variable within treated and control group.

Furthermore, the outcome variance is assumed to be independent of the es-

timated propensity score. This last assumption might be problematic. An

alternative here would be to compute the outcome variance based on boot-

strapping (see Lechner, 2002). However, it is not guaranteed that this pro-

vides asymptotically valid confidence intervals (Abadie and Imbens, 2005).27

25In our matching procedure we guarantee that treated and matched control observations
are independent. Therefore, it can never happen that a game played between the treated
and the matched team is considered simultaneously in the evaluation period for both
teams.

26Standard errors are reported for ‘relevant’ estimates.
27Given these assumptions the variance of ATET in case of nearest neighbor matching

is given by: V ar(ATET ) = 1
N1

V ar(Y1|F = 1) +
∑

j∈C ω2
j

N2
1

V ar(Y0|F = 0) where N1 is
the number of matched treated teams; ωj is the number of times a given non-treated
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Table 2: Triple difference matching estimates

Group Season Perf. Before After Before-After
measure
Avpoints 0.878* 1.132* 0.254** (0.128)

Current AvgoalsS 0.927* 1.083* 0.156 (0.182)
AvgoalsC 1.576* 1.473* -0.102 (0.398)

Matched Avrank -0.309* -0.410* -0.101 (0.466)
treated Avrank2 -0.069 (0.650)
games Avpoints -0.493* -0.210*** 0.283***

Season AvgoalsS -0.298* -0.181*** 0.117
dif. AvgoalsC 0.420* 0.224*** -0.195

Avpoints 0.961* 1.667* 0.706*

Current AvgoalsS 1.106* 1.341* 0.278**

AvgoalsC 1.55* 0.987* -0.570*

Matched Avrank -0.152 -0.093 0.059
control Avrank2 0.065
games Avpoints -0.459* 0.437* 0.895*

Season AvgoalsS -0.185 0.157 0.343
dif. AvgoalsC 0.376* -0.391 -0.767*

Simple matching DD
Avpoints -0.083 (0.126) -0.535* (0.151) -0.452* (0.179)

Current AvgoalsS -0.137 (0.119) -0.259** (0.136) -0.122 (0.170)
AvgoalsC 0.020 (0.132) 0.487* (0.121) 0.467* (0.155)

Group Avrank -0.157 (0.146) -0.316** (0.139) -0.160* (0.054)
difference Avrank2 -0.166* (0.053)

Simple matching TD
Avpoints -0.034 (0.153) -0.646* (0.166) -0.612* (0.218)

Season AvgoalsS -0.112 (0.150) -0.338** (0.143) 0.226 (0.208)
dif. AvgoalsC 0.044 (0.161) 0.616* (0.155) 0.572* (0.230)

Note: Analytical standard errors between brackets. * Indicates significance at the 1%-level.
** Indicates significance at the 5%-level. *** Indicates significance at the 10%-level.
Number of matched treated teams=41. Avrank2 gives the effect of firing on the av-
erage log odds position controlling linearly and non linearly for the number of games played.

First, consider Table 2, which gives the triple difference matching estimates

of the effect of firing from propensity score model 1. Here, the column Before

shows aggregate performance in the five matches played immediately before

firing; the column After reports aggregate performance in the five matches

played immediately after firing. There appears to be a dip in performance

observation is used as a control.
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before firing. The average number of points before firing is 64% of previous

season average and the average number of goals scored and conceded is 76%

and 136% of previous season average respectively.28 Control teams perform

slightly better than treated teams before firing but differences are all non-

significant, even without controlling for opponent’s quality. Teams whose

coach was fired recover after firing (except for AV RANK), but performance

is still below previous season average for the equivalent games. Contrarily,

matched control teams perform above previous season average in games after

firing. Therefore, simple matching estimates show a significantly negative

difference between treated and matched control teams with respect to after

firing performance.

The third column reports before-after estimates. On average, teams

whose coach was fired obtain more points with the new hired coach.29 This

result remains statistically significant, (at the 10% level) when the control-

ling for previous season average in equivalent matches. Teams, on average,

rank one position lower after firing. However, this result is statistically non

significant and diminishes when controlling linearly and nonlinearly for the

number of games played.30 The before-after estimates for matched control

teams are positive and statistically significant for all outcome measures, ex-

cept for AV RANK. Moreover, differences in performance for these teams

even increase when controlling for opponents quality. As a result, difference-

in-difference matching estimates show that those teams that were underper-

forming but did not fire the coach recover better than teams whose coach was

fired. The estimates for the triple difference estimator, i.e. controlling for

opponents quality, report an even higher negative effect of firing the coach.

The DD and TD estimates reveal how biased before-after estimates can be.
28Given that the order of matches changes randomly every season and ranking positions

seem to have high variation earlier in the season, we do not evaluate the ranking position
outcome (average log odds position) relative to previous season’s average ranking position
in five equivalent matches.

29In contrast, Bruinshoofd and Ter Weel (2003) report no significant before-after esti-
mates for average number of points for treated teams.

30Formally, we estimate the following equation: AV RANKi = α+ δTi +β1Xi +β1X
2
i +

β1X
3
i + εi, where Ti equals one if performance is evaluated after firing; Xi is the average

number of games played either in five matches before or in the five matches after firing; εi

is an error term with mean zero and variance σ2.
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Ignoring selection effects, the dip in pre-firing performance, together with dif-

ferences in team’s opponents imply a positive effect of firing on performance

(measured by the average number of points), while it seems that there is no

real effect of firing the coach or even a disruptive effect.

Table 3 presents the difference-in-difference matching estimates from

propensity score model 2. It concerns forced resignations that occurred in

the first half of the season. The estimates in column Before give results

for aggregate performance in the five matches played immediately before

firing; the column After reports the results for aggregate performance in the

equivalent five matches played with the newly hired coach. Estimates are

very similar to those of Table 2. However, none of the before-after estimates

is statistically significant for treated teams. The cross matching estimates

again suggest that teams whose coach was fired perform worse than matched

control teams. On average with the new coach the team obtains less points,

scores fewer goals and suffers more goals. The DD matching estimator results

are only statistically significant (10% level) for the average number of points.

Note that the set of matches considered to evaluate performance after

firing are played about 17 matches after the coach is replaced. Therefore, the

DD matching estimates presented in Table 3 can be regarded as the long-run

effect of firing the coach on team’s performance. Compared to the triple

difference estimates given in the previous table we observe a less significant

disruptive effect of firing.
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Table 3: DD matching estimates: first half forced resignations

Group Season Perf. Before After Before-After
measure
Avpoints 0.944* 1.072* 0.128 (0.182)

Matched Current AvgoalsS 1.008* 1.080* 0.072 (0.165)
treated AvgoalsC 1.576* 1.392* -0.184 (0.174)

Avrank -0.370* -0.370* -0.000 (0.174)
Avpoints 1.048* 1.660* 0.552*

Matched Current AvgoalsS 1.256* 1.384* -0.128**

control AvgoalsC 1.656* 1.064* 0.592*

Avrank -0.216 -0.042 -0.175
Simple matching DD

Group Avpoints -0.104 (0.189) -0.528** (0.211) -0.424***(0.222)
difference Current AvgoalsS -0.248 (0.190) -0.304*** (0.179) -0.056 (0.220)

AvgoalsC 0.080 (0.190) 0.328*** (0.175) 0.408 (0.257)
Avrank -0.154 (0.175) -0.328** (0.163) -0.175 (0.121)

Note: Analytical standard errors between brackets. * Indicates significance at the 1%-
level. ** Indicates significance at the 5%-level. *** Indicates significance at the 10%-level.
Number of matched treated teams=25.

Finally consider Table 4, which gives the difference-in-difference match-

ing estimates from propensity score model 3. It reports the effects of firing

the coach in the second half of the season. The column Before shows the re-

sults for aggregate performance in the five matches equivalent of those played

immediately after firing. As expected the dip in performance that occurs be-

fore firing is not observed in this case. The column After reports the results

for aggregate performance in the five matches played immediately after fir-

ing. The before-after estimates indicate a significant negative effect of firing

on the average number of points. So, teams whose coach was fired do not

recover immediately to the level of performance observed in the equivalent

matches played before firing. The before-after estimates turn insignificant

when comparing with teams with patterns of pre-firing performance closely

comparable.
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Table 4: DD matching estimates: second half forced resignations

Group Season Perf. Before After Before-After
measure
Avpoints 1.453* 1.080* -0.373***(0.190)

Matched Current AvgoalsS 1.333* 1.080* -0.253 (0.222)
treated AvgoalsC 1.253* 1.360* 0.107 (0.176)

Avrank -0.010* -0.301* -0.291 (0.221)
Avpoints 1.563* 1.660* 0.097*

Matched Current AvgoalsS 1.640* 1.507* -0.133**

control AvgoalsC 1.147* 1.233* 0.087*

Avrank 0.022 -0.095 -0.117
Simple matching DD

Group Avpoints -0.110 (0.287) -0.580* (0.213) -0.470 (0.300)
difference Current AvgoalsS -0.307 (0.311) -0.427** (0.213) -0.120 (0.327)

AvgoalsC 0.107 (0.175) 0.127 (0.172) 0.020 (0.233)
Avrank -0.033 (0.245) -0.207 (0.279) -0.174 (0.169)

Note: Analytical standard errors between brackets. * Indicates significance at the 1%-
level. ** Indicates significance at the 5%-level. *** Indicates significance at the 10%-level.
Number of matched treated teams=15.

8.2 Robustness

The results presented in the previous section suggest that firing the coach is

an ineffective measure to improve a team’s performance. Results from triple

difference matching estimation even suggest that the average improvement

recorded by teams which did not fire the coach is in fact greater than the

one recorded by the teams which did fire the coach. Tables 3 and 4 somehow

provide a robustness test. There we use a different strategy for controlling

for opponents’ quality, which implies a separate analysis for forced resigna-

tions that occur in the first half and in the second half of the season. Results

report a negative effect of firing on average number of points for forced resig-

nations that happened in the first half of the season. For forced resignations

that occurred in the second half of the season the negative effects found

are statistically not significant, which can be due to the smaller number of

observations.

In this section we perform two extra analyses. First, we consider the
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total number of resignations, regardless of being forced or voluntary. We

do so given that there may not be a clear distinction between layoffs and

quits. Some of the reported voluntary resignations actually happened after

a spell of bad results, which indicates that they might not have occurred

in a different performance scenario. Second, we restrict the analysis to the

forced resignations of coaches of very unsuccessful teams, i.e. those that

faced the risk of relegation at the time the coach was fired. Table 5 presents

the different estimators for the effect of coach turnover on team performance.

We control for opponents’ quality using the previous season information.

Table 5: Estimation results for all resignations

Perf. Before-After Simple matching DD TD
measure
Avpoints 0.220*** (0.117) -0.430* (0.134) -0.212***(0.151)

Current AvgoalsS 0.148 (0.107) -0.225***(0.117) -0.037 (0.145)
season AvgoalsC -0.084 (0.109) 0.326* (0.110) 0.069 (0.151)

Avrank -0.078 (0.124) -0.352***(0.127) -0.097** (0.051)
Avpoints 0.284*** (0.148) -0.504* (0.138) -0.304 (0.205)

Season AvgoalsS 0.124 (0.127) -0.374* (0.115) -0.126 (0.184)
dif. AvgoalsC -0.160 (0.130) 0.481* (0.152) 0.153 (0.222)

Note: Analytical standard errors between brackets. * Indicates significance at the 1%-
level. ** Indicates significance at the 5%-level. *** Indicates significance at the 10%-level.
Number of matched treated teams=50.

Results show that the before-after estimator is positive and statistically sig-

nificant for the average number of points. The improvement in performance

is slightly lower than the one reported in Table 2 given that the pre-firing per-

formance dip is smaller. The cross-section estimates are very similar tothose

reported in Table 2, but again the negative effects of firing are smaller in

absolute terms. The column TD reports no significant effect of replacing the

coach. Summing up, including voluntary resignations mitigates the effects

of replacing the coach on team performance, which was expected if some

coaches left for other reasons than bad results.

The results suggest an overall null effect of coach replacement, which
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can be readily interpreted from the point of view of scapegoating theory.

However, there might be instances where a forced resignation turned out to

be successful. For example, we may think that very unsuccessful teams that

face the risk of being relegated to the second division may improve at least

to avoid relegation. Table 6 gives the estimation results.

For this set of teams the before-after estimates show a slightly higher

improvement, but the estimates are non significant. Most interesting is that

it appears that these teams would recover more quickly if they had chosen

not to replace the coach.

Table 6: Estimation results for teams that face risk of relegation

Perf. Before-After Simple matching DD TD
measure
Avpoints 0.256 (0.223) -0.856* (0.200) -1.067* (0.285)

Current AvgoalsS 0.189 (0.197) -0.488* (0.173) -0.433***(0.235)
season AvgoalsC -0.156 (0.248) 0.761* (0.200) 1.050* (0.292)

Avrank -0.064 (0.164) -0.288* (0.099) -0.293* (0.107)
Avpoints 0.133 (0.138) -0.706** (0.266) -0.761** (0.357)

Season AvgoalsS 0.111 (0.131) -0.383***(0.214) -0.139 (0.349)
dif. AvgoalsC 0.022 (0.192) 0.650** (0.258) 0.694*** (0.366)

Note: Analytical standard errors between brackets. * Indicates significance at the 1%-
level. ** Indicates significance at the 5%-level. *** Indicates significance at the 10%-level.
Number of matched treated teams=18.

9 Conclusion

In this chapter we investigate whether managerial turnover in the soccer

industry improves team performance. We do so by comparing improvement

in performance achieved by each team whose coach was fired before and after

firing, with the corresponding improvement achieved by control teams that

have a similar probability of firing the coach but have not done so.
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Our methodology improves on previous studies. Our findings are, how-

ever, similar. Firing the coach does not improve teams’ performance. In fact,

it seems that teams that decided not to fire the coach, even when they also

experienced a spell of underperforming results, recover better than the ones

that replaced the coach. More specifically, managerial turnover appears to

have a positive impact on the average number of points achieved by teams

immediately after firing. However, when comparing this increase with the

one observed for the matched control teams the positive effect disappears.

Additionally, we show that replacing the coach does not improve a team’s

offensive and defensive qualities, as on average teams do not score more, nor

suffer fewer goals. Our results suggest that the coach is merely a scapegoat

used by the team’s board to appease disgruntled fans and perhaps to distract

attention from their own bad management choices.

How can these results be generalized to non-sport organizations? Can

we conclude that firing a “middle manager” does not have any impact either

on workers or on firm performance?

We should be aware that there are some distinguishing characteristics

of soccer clubs as firms (Audas et al., 1999), which might imply more often

a scapegoating ritual. A soccer match is like a zero-sum game that makes

a failure an unavoidable outcome for some teams. Also, the sensitivity of

a team’s results to the coach’s ability and effort is largely constrained by

players’ quality and by luck. On top of that, the coach’s most important

performance measure (match results) is easily observable and instantly in

the public domain, usually on a weekly basis. Additionally, the consequences

of bad performance are different for a soccer club than for a business firm.

Usually, an underperforming firm loses its customers which may imply an

internal re-organization, liquidation or takeover. For a club, no matter the

extent of team’s failure, the fans are resilient and do not transfer their loyalty

to another club. However, loyal customers create an extreme pressure to fire

the coach, believing that this will indeed improve results.

Furthermore, even if our results suggest that firing the manager has no

impact on team performance we can say too little about the impact on firm

performance. For instance, for clubs that are publicly traded on the stock

exchange, the announcement of a coach’s replacement may increase stock
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prices. Also, the demand for soccer matches might increase after firing, either

because of higher uncertainty of the match results or simply because fans feel

obligated to attend matches more often after having claimed a managerial

succession. These issues deserve further investigation.
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Appendix

Table A.1: Number of forced and voluntary resignations (within a season)
per team during 1999/00-2004/05

Teams No. of seasons No.of forced No. of voluntary
observed resignations resignations

AAC Academica 3 2 2
Boavista FC 6 2 0
CD Aves 1 1 0
CD Nacional Madeira 3 0 1
CD Santa Clara 3 2 0
CF Belenenses 6 2 1
CF Estrela Amadora 3 2 0
CS Maritimo 6 2 1
Estoril Praia 1 0 0
FC Alverca 4 1 0
FC Pacos Ferreira 4 1 0
FC Penafiel 1 1 0
FC Porto 6 2 0
Gil Vicente FC 6 3 1
Moreirense FC 3 1 0
Rio Ave FC 3 0 0
SC Beira Mar 5 2 1
SC Braga 6 1 0
SC Campomaiorense 2 1 0
SC Farense 3 4 0
SC Salgueiros 3 2 0
SL Benfica 6 4 0
Sporting CP 6 2 0
UD Leiria 6 2 1
Varzim SC 2 2 0
VFC Vitoria Setubal 4 2 3
VSC Vitoria
Guimaraes 6 4 0

Total 48 11
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Table A.2: Conditional logit analysis of probability of firing

PSCORE (1) PSCORE(2) PSCORE (3)
m ∈ {1, ..., 34} m ∈ {1, ..., 17} m ∈ {18, ..., 34}
N=3434 N=1256 N=992

home 0.817* (0.318) 0.757*** (0.407) 1.259** (0.547)
loss 1.005* (0.360) 0.516 (0.447) 2.046* (0.622)
Log odds posi-
tion -0.970*** (0.555) -1.887** (0.812) -2.778** (1.224)

Risk relegation 0.685 (0.568) 1.260 (0.787) -0.803 (1.177)
tenure -0.328*** (0.190) -0.228 (0.290) -0.523*** (0.309)
new coach -1.608* (0.479) -2.649* (0.729) -1.233 (0.824)
games played 0.023 (0.018) 0.249* (0.058) -0.080 (0.063)
davpointsBF -0.100 (0.337) 0.370 (0.588) 1.153*** (0.604)
davgoalsBF

s -0.281 (0.301) -0.456 (0.421) 0.029 (0.508)
davgoalsBF

c 0.599** (0.277) 0.505 (0.393) 0.443 (0.550)

Note: Robust standard errors in parenthesis. * Indicates significance at the
1%-level. ** Indicates significance at the 5%-level. *** Indicates significance
at the 10%-level.

Figure A.1: Number of forced resignations per round (N=48)
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Figure A.2: Estimated propensity score(1) densities for treated and control
matches
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Figure A.3: Estimated propensity score(2) densities for treated and control
matches
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Figure A.4: Estimated propensity score(3) densities for treated and control
matches
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Figure A.5: Choice of a control group
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